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Preface

This book provides an in-depth introduction to writing nesC code for the TinyOS 2.0 operating system. While it goes into greater depth than the TinyOS tutorials on this subject, there are several topics that are outside its scope, such as the structure and implementation of radio stacks or existing TinyOS libraries. It focuses on how to write nesC code, and explains the concepts and reasons behind many of the nesC and TinyOS design decisions. If you are interested in a brief introduction to TinyOS programming, then you should probably start with the tutorials. If you’re interested in details on particular TinyOS subsystems you should probably consult TEPs (TinyOS Enhancement Proposals), which detail the corresponding design considerations, interfaces, and components. Both of these can be found in the doc/html directory of a TinyOS distribution.

While some of the contents of this book are useful for 1.x versions of TinyOS, they do have several differences from TinyOS 2.0 which can lead to different programming practices. If in doubt, referring to the TEP on the subject is probably the best bet, as TEPs often discuss in detail the differences between 1.x and 2.0.

For someone who has experience with C or C++, writing simple nesC programs is fairly straightforward: all you need to do is implement one or two modules and wire them together. The difficulty (and intellectual challenge) comes when building larger applications. The code inside TinyOS modules is fairly analogous to C coding, but configurations – which stitch together components – are not.

This book is a first attempt to explain how nesC relates to and differs from other C dialects, stepping through how the differences lead to very different coding styles and approaches. As a starting point, this book assumes that

1. you know C, C++, or Java reasonably well, understand pointers and that
2. you have taken an undergraduate level operating systems class (or equivalent) and know about concurrency, interrupts, and preemption.

Of course, this book is as much a description of nesC as it is an argument for a particular way of using the language to achieve software engineering goals. In this respect, it is the product of thousands of hours of work by many people, as they learned and explored the use of the language. In particular, Cory Sharp, Kevin Klues, and Vlado Handziski have always pushed the boundaries of nesC programming in order to better understand which practices lead to the simplest, most efficient, and robust code. In particular, Chapter 10
is an edited version of a paper we wrote together, while using structs as a compile-time checking mechanism in interfaces (as Timer does) is an approach invented by Cory.

This book is divided into four parts. The first part, Chapters 1–2, gives a high-level overview of TinyOS and the nesC language. The second part, Chapters 3–7 goes into nesC and TinyOS at a level sufficient for writing applications. The third part, Chapters 8–13 goes into more advanced TinyOS and nesC programming, as is sometimes needed when writing new low-level systems or high performance applications. The book ends with an appendix summarizing the basic application-level TinyOS APIs.
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Programming hints, condensed

**Programming Hint 1** Use the “as” keyword liberally. (page 24)

**Programming Hint 2** Never write recursive functions within a module. In combination with the TinyOS coding conventions, this guarantees that all programs have bounded stack usage. (page 38)

**Programming Hint 3** Never use malloc and free. Allocate all state in components. If your application requirements necessitate a dynamic memory pool, encapsulate it in a component and try to limit the set of users. (page 38)

**Programming Hint 4** When possible, avoid passing pointers across interfaces; when this cannot be avoided only one component should be able to modify a pointer’s data at any time. (page 39)

**Programming Hint 5** Conserve memory by using enums rather than const variables for integer constants, and don’t declare variables with an enum type. (page 42)

**Programming Hint 6** Never, ever use the “packed” attribute in portable code. (page 43)

**Programming Hint 7** Use platform-independent types when defining message structures. (page 44)

**Programming Hint 8** If you have to perform significant computation on a platform-independent type or access it many (hundreds or more) times, temporarily copy it to a native type. (page 44)

**Programming Hint 9** Interfaces should #include the header files for the types they use. (page 46)

**Programming Hint 10** Always #define a preprocessor symbol in a header file. Use #include to load the header file in all components and interfaces that use the symbol. (page 47)

**Programming Hint 11** If a component is a usable abstraction by itself, its name should end with C. If it is intended to be an internal and private part of a larger abstraction, its name should end with P. Never wire to P components from outside your package (directory). (page 58)

**Programming Hint 12** Auto-wire Init to MainC in the top-level configuration of a software abstraction. (page 60)

**Programming Hint 13** When using layered abstractions, components should not wire across multiple abstraction layers: they should wire to a single layer. (page 63)

**Programming Hint 14** Never ignore combine warnings. (page 68)
Programming Hint 15 Keep tasks short. (page 74)

Programming Hint 16 If an event handler needs to make possibly long-executing command calls, post a task to make the calls. (page 75)

Programming Hint 17 Don’t signal events from commands – the command should post a task that signals the event. (page 77)

Programming Hint 18 Use a parameterized interface when you need to distinguish callers or when you have a compile-time constant parameter. (page 141)

Programming Hint 19 If a component depends on unique, then #define the string to use in a header file, to prevent bugs due to string typos. (page 149)

Programming Hint 20 Whenever writing a module, consider making it more general-purpose and generic. In most cases, modules must be wrapped by configurations to be useful, so singleton modules have few advantages. (page 165)

Programming Hint 21 Keep code synchronous when you can. Code should be async only if its timing is very important or if it might be used by something whose timing is important. (page 195)

Programming Hint 22 Keep atomic statements short, and have as few of them as possible. Be careful about calling out to other components from within an atomic statement. (page 199)